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PRESS UPDATE

Songlines has announced its Best Albums of 2010
included are:
MAHALA RAI BANDA - Ghetto Blasters 
(CDATR2509)

FAIZ ALI FAIZ & TITI ROBIN - 
Jaadu  (AC130)

MARTA SEBESTYEN - I Can See the Gates of Heaven...
(450009)
“One of Europe's finest singers has gone back to her roots... an album that 
constantly changes mood and pace, from the gently spooky chanting and stur-
dy balladry on Heritage, to the upbeat dance songs on Driving Away Sorrow or 
the mixture of stately, drifting themes on Invocation.” 
FOUR STARS, GUARDIAN
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Although he holds a Doctor's Degree from Sussex University in history and sociology, 
BEN SIDRAN once told Rolling Stone Magazine, "I really went to the University of Mose 
Allison and Bob Dylan." In his long career as a producer, he has often worked with Mose 
Allison, but DYLAN DIFFERENT is his first tribute to Dylan. 
In his forty year professional career he has recorded over thirty solo albums; produced 
dozens more for artists such as Diana Ross, Van Morrison, Tony Williams and Ricki Lee 
Jones (his productions have been nominated three times for Grammy Awards); authored 
three books; produced and hosted award winning U.S. radio and television programs for 
VH-1 (his "New Visions" series won the Ace award) and National Public Radio ("Jazz 
Alive" won the prestigious Peabody award).  His Talking Jazz radio series - many hours of 
interviews with jazz greats, including Miles Davis, Dizzy Gillespie and Art Blakey - remains 
a staple on satellite radio in the United States and in a 24 CD box set.   
Yet despite this success in various media, Sidran, whose dry vocal delivery and sly raps 
prompted the The Times to brand him "the first existential jazz rapper," continues to enjoy 
performing live, in clubs and concerts across the world, with his usual band of suspects. 
The album includes guest appearances by Georgie Fame, Jorge Drexler and Bob Malach, amongst others.

More Ben Sidran albums
newly available on Bonsaï Music:
BON081101 Ciens Noches
BON051101 Live á FIP
BON041103 Sentimental Journey

Track listing: 

1. Everything Is Broken 
2. Highway 61 Revisited 
3. Tangled Up In Blue 
4. Gotta Serve Somebody 
5. Rainy Day Woman 
6. Ballad of a Thin Man 
7. Maggie's Farm 
8. Knockin' On Heaven's Door 
9. Subterranean Homesick Blues 
10. On The Road Again 
11. All I Really Want To Do 
12. Blowin' in the Wind

Bonsaï Music
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ANGELO DEBARRE
Gypsy Unity
Le Chant du Monde  2741772   794881940325
CD digipack        
Angelo Debarre started playing guitar at the age of eight and is now widely recognised as a 
leading light of the Parisian gypsy jazz scene and one of the most versatile guitarists of our 
time. For the last few years Angelo has regularly toured the UK and is well known to audiences 
here. His new CD is a quartet with Marius Apostol (violin), Tchavolo Hassan (rhythm guitar), 
and  Antonio Licusati on bass. 

YORGUI LOEFFLER
Bouncin’ Around
Le Chant du Monde  2741773   794881939626
CD digipack        
The new gypsy guitar prodigy, brilliant composer and musician too, delivers a breathtakingly 
original album with strikingly unusual rhythms. As the sleeve notes say: "Yorgui Loeffler is part 
of the new generation of gifted musicians from Alsace. His technique and accuracy are both 
outstanding and his virtuosic style a model of its kind. He's also a remarkable composer". 

RAPHAËL FAYS
Extramadura
Le Chant du Monde  2741776   794881940226
CD digipack       
For Raphael Fays this album represents a big step forward in his flamenco adventure, in fact in 
his adventure with Spain, a country he holds particularly dear. His style with the plectrum sets 
him apart from all the other flamenco guitarists. He developed it in the company of the talented 
guitarist Daniel Manzanas and singer/bassist Pablo Gilabert, both true Flamenco artists, which 
led ultimately to his own compositions and dance music for bulerias alégrias, fandangos, etc...

DJANGO REINHARDT
Djangologie
Le Chant du Monde  2741785/88   794881940127
4xCD digipack  
Django was born Jan 23rd 1910, almost exactly 100 years ago. To celebrate his centenary Le 
Chant du Monde, who continue to keep the flame of gypsy jazz guitar alive (see below), have 
released a huge 26CD set and now, for those who found that set (Manoir de ses Rêves) too 
daunting, a less forbidding sampler. How best to distill the vast output of this legendary musi-
cian into an introductory Best Of set? A single disc, even two, was deemed insufficient to accu-
rately portray the depth and style of Django Reinhardt’s music, so the compilers ultimately went 
for four CDs: ‘Djangologie’. A mere 104 tracks of prime Django, housed in a fold-out digipack 
with an 80-page booklet (Eng/Fr). 
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Uwe OBERG / Christof THEWES / Michael GRIENER  
Lacy Pool
Hatology   HATO677   752156067726
CD digipack         
A piano/trombone/drums trio frm Germany, for this project known collectively as Lacy Pool, 
playing as they are works by the great saxophonist Steve Lacy. At every step, Lacy Pool finds 
new expressive possibilities in Lacy's innate, albeit curiously tailored, logic. Their personalities 
replace Lacy's and change the way we hear this music, which is as it should be. The song may 
have inspired the players, but the players have become the song. 

THIERRY LANG
Lyoba Revisited
ACT    ACT9486-2   614427948625
CD digipack         
Shepherds’ songs as jazz-elegies, lyrical piano-play, cellos acting as a male choir, and a flugel-
horn radiates an alphorn aura: Lyoba rings quietly, plaintively, and with exceptional feeling. 
Music out of Switzerland that is not limited to the tastes of fellow countrymen; rather, it has a 
universal jazz sound for the whole world. Alongside George Gruntz, Thiery Lang is the most 
successful Swiss jazz export, and wherever pianist Lang has presented this music live he has 
left behind an enthralled public. With the support of the Migros cultural foundation, Lang had 
released two Lyoba albums locally in 2008 and 2009, now with Lyoba Revisited, ACT has 
made it possible to bring Lang’s successful project to international ears in a new and more 
mature vision.

MANUEL MENGIS GRUPPE 6
Dulcet Crush
Hatology   HATO684   752156068426
CD digipack        
Third hatOLOGY album for the Swiss trumpeter whose first two releases set the bar high. This 
time with electric bass and guitar the band once again delivers, creative contemporary jazz of 
the highest order.
HATO627 Into the Barn
“One of the most satisfying hatOLOGY releases in a long time.” Jazz Review USA
HATO659 The Pond 
“shifts effortlessly from near-silence to raucous grooves that recall Frank Zappa and The Bad 
Plus.” **** Downbeat 
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HEINZ SAUER
If (Blue) Then (Blue)
ACT    ACT9493-2   614427949325
CD digipack     
Heinz Sauer is a musician who is able to change the tonal nuances of his tenor saxophone in 
a split second. His sound flows like lava – glowing red, then cold, forming craggy formations. 
His instrument rumbles and cheeps, bells and “sands”, whimpers and shrieks. He is able to 
conjure the full volume of a foghorn as well as an effervescent warbling gentleness, both aris-
ing so quickly and succinctly from his instrument that the listener is forced into changing paths 
of emotions. No other saxophonist in the world plays like Sauer.
In a series of cross-generational duets with fellow Germans Joachim Kühn and Michael Wollny, 
he has created an exciting homage to Miles Davis’ Kind Of Blue, three tracks from which are 
interpreted here.
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RICHARD BARRETT
Adrift
Psi    Psi09.10   5030243091027
CD digipack   
Three live performances of collaborative electroacoustic compositions from 2007-08, recorded 
in London, Brisbane and Antwerp, each exploring different points of contact between precom-
posed structures and spontaneous invention: a duo adrift (in memory of Paul Rutherford) with 
pianist Sarah Nicolls, a nonet codex IX (in memory of Mauricio Kagel) with the ELISION ensem-
ble, and a 17-piece group with Ensemble Champ d'Action realising codex VII (to Vinko 
Globokar).

GROSSE ABFAHRT
Vanity
Emanem   EM5007   5030243500727
CD digipack       
TOM DJLL (trumpet, preparations & electronics), MATT INGALLS (clarinet, bass clarinet), 
MATTHIEU WERCHOWSKI (viola, violin), THERESA WONG (cello), DAVID CHIESA (double 
bass), JOHN SHIURBA (electric guitar), GTIM PERKIS (electronics), GINO ROBAIR (energised 
surfaces & voltage made audible).
Tom Djll put this electro-acoustic improvising octet together when Matthieu Werchowski and 
David Chiesa were visiting the San Francisco area, resulting in some performances that are 
more about the group than the individuals. A duet by the two visitors is also included. 60 mins

PAMELA LUSS with HOUSTON PERSON
Sweet and Saxy
Savant   SCD2103   633842210322
CD        
Jerry Stiller wrote to Pamela Luss saying, "You're in great company: Billie, Ella, and Helen 
Humes. They all had soul and so do you. Thank you for changing my universe when you sing."  
American entertainment legend Jerry Lewis called her a “wonderful singer” on national televi-
sion. After hearing her newest Savant recording you’ll agree with these two stars - Pamela Luss 
is unique among the jazz/cabaret stars of today.  With tenor sax great Houston Person weaving 
in and out of Pamela’s sweet-toned vocal lines, “Sweet and Saxy” certainly personifies the 
phrase “truth in advertising.”  Recorded after an appearance at NYC’s Dizzy’s Club Coca-Cola, 
Pamela and Houston bring a rare interplay, which borders on telepathy, to the music.

EVAN PARKER
SET
Psi    Psi09.09   5030243090921
CD digipack   
EVAN PARKER (saxophones), BARRY GUY (bass), PAUL LYTTON (tympani, percussion & live 
electronics), FURT [RICHARD BARRETT and PAUL OBERMAYER] (electronics), LAWRENCE 
CASSERLEY (signal processing instrument), WALTER PRATI (live processing), MARCO 
VECCHI (sound projection). This music was inspired by Lynn Margulis’ serial endosymbiosis 
theory (SET), and is dedicated to her and her amazing insights into the mechanisms of biologi-
cal evolution. In inviting the musicians, I was trading on the pre-existing musical structures that 
they brought with them: the solo works of Guy, Lytton , Casserley and myself; the duos with 
Lytton, Guy, Prati and Casserley, the trio with Guy and Lytton, the trio with Guy and Casserley; 
my asking FURT added a further music with its own history. (Evan Parker). Previously unis-
sued.
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KIDDUS I 
Green Fa Life
Makafresh   MKF18  5414939302220
CD digipack    
Frank Dowding was born December of 1954 in Saint Mary, Jamaica. From early days in 
the school choir to later forming bands fashioning their own instruments from bamboo 
and materials they had handy, creativity has never been a shortcoming for Dowding. It 
would eventually manifest itself into lyrics, songs, and activities centered around social 
conciousness. After becoming Rastafarian, Dowding adopted the name “Kiddus I” which 
means “blessed one” in Amharic. In 1971 he set-up a Rastafarian commune and craft 
center located in between uptown and downtown Kingston.
Kiddus was a member of Ras Michael’s Sons of Negus from 1971 to 1978, singing and 
playing funde drums.  He recorded several self-productions in 1972 with Aston “Family 
Man” Barrett at Joe Gibbs’ studio, but these were not released due to lack of funds.  
Rocker’s director Theodoros Bafaloukos had seen Kiddus recording “Graduation In 
Zion” in 1976, two years before the film was made, and decided to film Kiddus recording 
the track as part of the movie. Kiddus had by then released a few singles on his own 
Shepherd label, including “Security in the Streets” which was recorded with Lee Perry at 
the Black Ark.  
After a handful of further singles, little was heard from Kiddus I until Makasound issued 
“Inna De Yard” in 2005, one of a series of albums recorded acoustically by vintage reg-
gae artists in Jamaica. Kiddus began the recording and production of Green Fa Life in 
the summer of 2006, with Boston based musician/engineer Nathan Sabanayagam 
(Naya Records). The tracks were recorded at the home of guitarist/ producer Earl 
“Chinna” Smith in Kingston and then brought back to Boston to be mixed and mastered 
at Chill House Studios.

LINVAL THOMPSON 
Ghetto Living
Makafresh   MKF15  5413356803525
CD       
All rhythm tracks produced by Laurent Albertini & Medhi N'Saibia and recorded at 
Maraboo studio (Marseille) by Laurent Longubardo in 2008. All voices produced by 
Linval Thomspon, recorded by Kevan Thompson at Thompson Sound recording studio, 
Kingston, JA  2008, mixed by Dayan “Pete” Foster.

Linval Thompson, born in Queens, New York, 
worked as a singer with Lee Perry (Kung Fu 
Man) and Bunny Lee (Don’t you cut off your 
dreadlocks) but increasingly became known for 
his productions with artists in the late Roots, 
early Dancehall period, including Cornell 
Campbell, The Wailing Souls, Barrington Levy, 
Trinity, Dennis Brown, Eek-A-Mouse, Freddie 
McGregor, and the Viceroys for Trojan, Strong 
Like Sampson and Thompson Koos. His latest 
album is a chance to hear again why Thompson 
is so respected as a singer.

01 - Natty Africa
02 - Ghetto Living
03 - Bad Boys feat. Warrior King
04 - Natural Beauty
05 - Bad friends
06 - Hustler
07 - Jah jah is my father
08 - Roots Princess
09 - Dub Princess
10 - All is vanity
11 - Government People
12 - Free Marijuana
13 - Dub Marijuana
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MARTA TOPFEROVA
Trova
World Village   468090   713746809027 
CD digipack       World / Latin
The music of Marta Topferova, the Czech-born, New York-based singer and songwriter, fuses 
a range of Latin American musical styles and rhythms that Topferova has studied and mas-
tered since her childhood in Prague. Described as “a leading light of the nueva cancion move-
ment,” Topferova’s blends of folk and jazz is conveyed through her silky hypnotic vocals and 
her crisp cuatro and guitar playing. Trova, her latest release on World Village, continues this 
extraordinary artist's growth and development of her own unique and decidedly sexy Latin 
groove. 

also available:
468040  La Marea
“Any doubts about Topferova ’s sultry voice evaporate within seconds. In short, the most sub-
tle and understated release to come along in quite some time.” The Times
“She’s another startlingly good female singer.” **** Songlines
468062  Flor Nocturna
“A fresh new voice offering delicious songs.” **** Songlines

GRIGOR LESE 
Romania - Lapus Songs
Ocora    C600023   794881931323
CD digipack       World / Romania
Grigore Lese carries on the traditional singing of lapus country, in the region of Maramures: " 
long song ", throat singing Christmas carols and songs connected to agricultural and herding 
cycles or social life - musical expressions from a region where traditions are long-lived.

WASSIM SOUBRA
Oriental Sonatas 
Institut du Monde Arabe 321086   794881935024
CD digipack       World / Lebanon
" Oriental Sonatas " is an album of instrumental music performed by the Lebanese pianist and 
composer Wassim Soubra. Classical music? Jazz? World music? This deserves further inves-
tigation, for Wassim Soubra writes using the grammar of classical music (harmonies, counter-
point) combined with the sounds of his childhood, a western composition that tells an eastern, 
Lebanese story.

GOPAL KRISHNAN 
Dhrupad and Khyal
Ocora    C561078   794881953721
CD digipack       World / India
A subtle dialogue between two great genres of Indian classical music, Dhrupad and Khyal, in 
the ragas Mangal-Bhaiav and Tilak-Kamod, performed by masters Gopal Krishan on the vichi-
tra veena (a rare instrument) and Anindo Chaterjee on the bass tabla.


